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Company At-a-Glance
Name of Product/Offered

The Healthy Leader® Programs (Healthy & Grounded, Healthy &
Conscious, Healthy Teams, Healthy Change, and Healthy Culture;
The Healthy Leader Portal, and Consulting and Coaching business)

Headquarters

Arlington, Virginia

Year Founded

1988

Number of Employees

20

Geographic Coverage

US, Europe, Asia

Top Customers

Cigna — Consulting, leadership development and online learning
IBM — Leadership development and online learning
PwC — Consulting, executive team and leadership development
Huntington Ingalls — Consulting, executive team and leadership
development, and online learning
Ralph Lauren — Consulting and leadership development
Booz Allen — Consulting, executive team and leadership
development
New York Life — Consulting, executive team and leadership
development
SAIC — Consulting and leadership development
ING — Consulting, executive development and leadership
development

Website

thehealthyleader.co
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The Healthy Leader® Solution Overview and Value Proposition
The Healthy Leader® is a global consulting and education company, specializing in human-centric
leadership. The Healthy Leader has spent more than 30 years developing evidence-based
solutions that help to transform executives into healthy leaders, staff into agile, highperformance teams, and companies into healthy and sustainable cultures. At the foundation is a
long-standing research and thought leadership program interviewing more than 600 CEOs in 55
countries on the human side of business.
Leadership is a deeply personal experience. But traditional leadership development programs
ignore the personal dimension, hoping to teach people how to lead by training them on skills.
The Healthy Leader takes a different approach. We help leaders realize their full potential by
connecting the dots between personal well-being and professional performance. Because who
we are as people, drives what we do. Healthy Leaders, Healthy Organizations.
Through The Healthy Leader’s award-winning Healthy & Grounded and Healthy & Conscious
Leadership Programs, web-based Healthy Leader Portal and resource library, instructor-led and
virtual instructor-led workshops, facilitator training, consulting services, executive coaching and
learning solutions — it unlocks and unleashes full leadership potential. The Healthy Leader’s
unique and scalable approach helps organizations accelerate transformation and innovation,
foster growth resilience, and create healthy leaders and the culture that helps to align and
execute the human side of business.
Developing The Healthy Leader Portal, Online Leadership Program
Within the current rapidly evolving world of business, the line between personal and professional
life is dissolving. This forces employees to handle the pressures of relentless personal and
professional change. For some of The Healthy Leader’s clients, these pressures have led to
employee disengagement, burnout and turnover, decreasing employees’ overall health and wellbeing.
To meet this challenge, The Healthy Leader partnered with AllenComm to design and develop
custom tech-driven learning solutions to help learners gain the skills to meet change head-on and
lead a balanced life of professional and personal well-being.
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The Healthy Leader had three main goals in developing this program:
•
•
•

To alter the way learners view change in a healthier, wellness-centric way
To influence the way learners react to, initiate or move through change
Reach a wide audience to positively impact both learners and their organizations
through healthy leader practices

The program starts with the whole person, focusing on health and well-being so that people are
performing at their best every day when they show up to work. Traditional leadership
development programs ignore the personal dimension, hoping to teach people how to lead by
educating them solely on skills and competencies. The Healthy Leader takes a different approach.
By experiencing the program, leaders are better able to realize their full potential by connecting
the dots between personal well-being and professional performance.
Programs include:
Healthy & Grounded
The Healthy & Grounded program starts with the whole person, focusing on health and wellbeing so that people are performing at their best every day when they show up to work.
The program is organized around six personal disciplines that fuel and refuel the world’s best
leaders:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical health (how you live)
Emotional health (how you feel)
Intellectual health (how you think)
Social health (how you interact)
Vocational health (how you perform)
Spiritual health (how you view the world)

Each discipline has three roots. Leaders who master these six disciplines are happier and more
fulfilled and outperform their colleagues.
This program is designed for leaders at all levels: executives, midlevel leaders and frontline
managers.
Core elements of the course include:
•
•
•

Physical — How You Live
Emotional — How You Feel
Intellectual — How You Think
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•
•
•
•
•

Social — How You Interact
Vocational — How You Perform
Spiritual – How You View the World
Self — Assessment with the Healthy & Grounded Heat Map
Action Planning Tools and Material

The Grounded Leadership model is delivered via three different modalities:
•
•
•
•
•

Half-day instructor-led workshops
Four 2-hour virtual instructor-led workshops
Program for executives, middle managers, front line managers and individual
contributors
Online learning
Certification of internal and external facilitators

Healthy & Conscious
The world is changing faster than people’s ability to adapt. The disruptive forces of speed,
uncertainty, complexity, technology, competition and globalization have fundamentally altered
the way people live and work. Some are changing and adapting with the times, but many others
are falling behind. The primary culprit is a lack of awareness. The Conscious program unfolds as
a deeply human approach to personal change and lays out the skills needed to accelerate change
inside people and organizations.
In the Conscious program, leaders learn to consistently practice the agility and awareness needed
to survive and thrive. This program focuses on four key practices of Conscious Leadership:
•
•
•
•

Get Real (to be honest and intentional)
Go Deep (discover your inner self)
Think Big (see a world of possibilities)
Step Up (be a bold change agent)

The program helps participants adapt and lead their teams through the clouds of uncertain times.
Conscious teaches the skills leaders need to focus their attention on the changing internal and
external environment so that they can better adapt and improve performance.
The program is designed for leaders at any level and anyone who wants help adapting and
thriving in the midst of continuous change.
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•

•

Core elements of the course include:
o The Essentials of Conscious Leadership
o The Four Channels of Learning: See-Think-Feel-Act
Your Personal Accelerators and Hijackers
o The Four Practices of Conscious Leadership
o Get Real — Be honest and intentional
o Go Deep — Discover your inner self
o Think Big — See a world of possibilities
o Step Up — Act boldly and responsibly

The program is delivered in:
•
•
•
•

Instructor-led — Three half-day modules
Virtual Instructor-led — Five two-hour virtual sessions
Online Learning
Certification of internal and external facilitators

Research shows that Grounded and Conscious people are healthier (physically, mentally and
emotionally; they are happier and more fulfilled, joyful and optimistic, fulfilled in life and more
tolerant of distress); more likely to reach their potential (envision possibilities, curious and
adaptive, focused and resourceful); and are higher performing (better relationships, faster
execution, and more socially responsible).
The Healthy Leader research shows that leaders who practice Grounded and Conscious beliefs
and behaviors outperform their colleagues across all dimensions. This study was conducted by
examining 360 assessment data from 2,000 leaders who took The Healthy Leader profile across
multiple organizations and industries, along with data collected from their bosses, peers and
subordinates. In the Grounded research, the group was divided into high- and low-performance
groups and examined against each of the six disciplines. All six disciplines showed statistically
significant differences on perceived performance. Similar analyses were done comparing high
and low Conscious groups against several important leadership indices. The higher Conscious
group showed higher perceived performance results.
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Healthy Change
The Healthy Change program is designed for midlevel leaders and above.
Leaders who participate in the program:
•
•
•

Learn the seven capabilities of Change Leadership.
Understand the processes for applying these capabilities to transform their
organizations.
Apply their learning to address their real-world change initiatives.

Healthy Change modules include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Masters of purpose — How to engage hearts and minds
Innovative agents — How to drive innovation in a digital world
Collaborative catalysts — How to lead diverse, creative teams
Resilient energizers — Lead change with uncertainty
Growth champions — Be relevant in an expanding world
Service ambassadors — Capture the heart of the customer
Culture stewards — Build a healthy environment

The program is delivered in:
•
•
•
•

Instructor-led workshop
Virtual Instructor-led workshop
Online learning in Development
Certification of internal and external facilitators

Healthy Teams
The Healthy Teams program is designed for leaders and their teams who desire greater team
health, increasing productivity and engagement.
Leaders who participate in the program learn to influence their teams to:
•
•
•
•

Improve understanding, relationships, and productivity.
Increase engagement and commitment of team members.
Improve adaptability, innovation and creativity.
Apply The Healthy Teams Assessment model and evaluate teams:
o Shared Vision
o Healthy Relationships
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o Decisive Collaboration
o Agile Execution
The program is delivered in:
•
•
•
•
•

Instructor-led workshop
Virtual Instructor-led workshop
Online learning in Development
Certification of internal and external facilitators
All programs are available or in development

Healthy Culture
The program is designed for executive and mid-level leaders
Leaders who participate in the program:
•
•
•

Learn the seven practices to proactively create and manage their organizational culture
for greater productivity.
Access and analyze the current state of their culture to identify Accelerators and
Hijackers that will help create the new culture.
Apply their learning to create an action plan for their teams and organization.

They do that by mastering seven powerful practices that propel their companies to success:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who We Are — Meaningful work
How We Work — Swift execution
How We Thrive — Flexible working
How We Grow — Rapid learning
How We Relate — Decisive collaboration
How We Succeed — Deliberate empowerment

The program is delivered in:
•
•
•
•
•

Instructor-led workshop
Virtual Instructor-led workshop
Online Learning in Development
Certification of internal and external facilitators
All programs are available or in development
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Enterprise Solutions
The Healthy Leader provides enterprise-wide learning solutions based on its 35 years of research.
They combine the best of learning modalities and technology to produce a distinctive learning
experience that produces world-class leadership and business results.
Blended Learning
The Healthy Leader is fully adapted to digital learning or blended learning and offers three focus
streams for engaging with its programs:
•
•
•

Instructor-led
Virtual instructor-led
Online learning

A robust Healthy Leader portal was developed to provide a practical online experience and
resource to support these programs as well as a self-directed online learning experience for
employees across the enterprise. The portal is designed for global scalability and includes a highly
interactive learning experience that includes: micro-modules for maximum learning engagement,
audio and video learning, tool kits and nudges, diagnostics and assessments, how-tos, personal
action plans, and gamification. Flexible modalities include computer, tablets, and phones; virtual
coaching and reinforcement through feedback, and social connections that accelerate peer
learning.
Consulting & Coaching
The Healthy Leader provides personalized Consulting & Coaching programs. Working
confidentially with The Healthy Leader senior team, clients will experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CEO perspective and feedback
Real-time practical guidance
Personalized work plans
Holistic support
Objective evaluation
Benefits of 35 years of research
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Differentiators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Healthy Leader is a forerunner in human-centric leadership
Holistic model
Built on abundance, not scarcity mindset
True leadership is based on linking personal and professional development
Apply outcomes to personal and business life
Practical and action-based
Connects well-being to effective leadership
Based in Psychology of leadership and 30 years of research on successful CEOs

Published Leadership Books
*The Healthy Company (1991), Leading People (1996), Global Literacies (2000), Just Enough
Anxiety (2008), The Catalyst, researched and written in collaboration with the Darden School of
Business (2009), Grounded®: How Leaders Stay Rooted in an Uncertain World (2014) New York
Times Bestseller and Conscious: The Power of Awareness in Business and Life (2018) Washington
Post Bestseller.
Testimonials
•

•

•

•

“The Healthy Leader® is one of the most exciting new models in the marketplace today.
Post-Covid, all leaders must be healthy, agile and present. With this program leaders at
all levels can build great teams, lead change, and build the culture of tomorrow.” —
Roseann Lynch, Chief People Officer and Head of the Ralph Lauren Foundation
“The Healthy Leader’s approach to change leadership and agility is different to other
vendors. At the core of Cigna’s success is our Whole Person Health strategy, inside and
outside the company. Health is the organizing development theme, and aligned in our
philosophies with The Healthy Leader® portal and team.” — Hollie Ward, Global Head of
Leadership Development and talent Readiness at Cigna
“The Healthy Leader® team helped make such a success of the launch of our Women’s
Leadership Program – Leading with Purpose. The group raved about your presence and
insights. Inspired! Energized! Motivating! I want more! Thank you!” — Kathryn Towers
Kaminsky, Sr. Director, Global Leadership Development, Palo Alto Networks
“The Healthy Leader model is fantastic! And your portal really captures it all. ‘Who you
are’ has the most significant impact on the success of your leadership service.”
— Alan Mulally, retired CEO of Ford Motor Company and Boeing Commercial Airplanes
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Screenshots
Figure 1: The Eight Principles of Healthy Leadership

Figure 2: The Healthy & Grounded Leadership Program
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Figure 3: The Healthy Leader® Portal

Figure 4: Healthy & Grounded Modules
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Figure 5: Assessments

Figure 6: Reflections
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Figure 7: Videos are Designed to Coach the Learner through Difficult Concepts

Figure 8: The Healthy & Conscious Leadership Program
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Figure 9: Healthy & Conscious Modules

Figure 10: My Personal Portfolio Includes Practical Action Plans
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Figure 11: Videos for Healthy & Conscious Make Complex Concepts Easy to Understand

Figure 12: Research Findings — Grounded
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Figure 13: Conscious Leaders Outperform Others

Figure 14: The Healthy Change Program
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Figure 15: The Healthy Teams Program

Figure 16: The Healthy Culture Program

All screenshots provided by The Healthy Leader
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Analysis by Brandon Hall Group
Situational Analysis
Most organizations are in the formative stages of building a sustainable leadership development
strategy that contributes to business performance, according to Brandon Hall Group research.
About 20% do not have a leadership development strategy and 36% are building a strategy that
involves inclusive development of leaders at all levels. Most organizations are still transitioning
to a system of continuous, experiential learning.

Challenges to the Business
Only one-third of organizations believe their leader development programs improve leaders’
ability to help the organization meet business objectives. L&D churns out plenty of courses and
programs — spending on LD has been steadily increasing for years — but most of it has been
event-focused, not continuous learning journeys that enable leaders to reflect on themselves and
their leadership styles.

Implications for the Business
Before the pandemic hit, the 2020s already promised to be a decade of profound change.
Employers knew they had significant leadership challenges and that progress had been slow, if
not stagnant. The events of 2020 increased those challenges. But many organizations don’t have
the internal resources — or expertise — to tackle these challenges alone.

Questions to be Answered by the Business
•
•
•
•

What types of leaders are needed to make our organization successful in a volatile
business environment?
How do we help leaders be more self-aware, healthy and conscious so they can
effectively lead others?
As an organization, are we equipped to develop future leaders — and if not, why not?
Do we need assistance from outside the organization (consultants, third-party providers,
etc.) to elevate our leadership program to have the appropriate business impact?
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The Healthy Leader® as the Answer
The Healthy Leader® is unique in its holistic approach to leader development by focusing on
personal well-being as a driver of healthy leaders and a healthy corporate culture.
While many leadership development providers stress inclusive leadership, the focus is usually on
competencies and skills rather than human psychology and well-being that enables and
empowers those healthy, inclusive leader behaviors. The Healthy Leader is focused on developing
the core of what makes healthy and mindful leaders.
The company is as experienced in the business of leadership and culture transformation as any
provider; Bob Rosen founded the company in 1988 and was a pioneer in the corporate well-being
space. He’s written eight books and worked with hundreds of CEOs around the globe. But this is
not a tired legacy company, but rather a vibrant brand that recently invested in a new portal that
leverages modern principles to engage learners, including heavy use of microlearning videos. It
won two Brandon Hall Group awards in 2021.
Less than half (46%) of employers believe their leaders demonstrate inclusive leadership traits,
according to Brandon Hall Group research. When we asked research respondents about one
action they would like to take to improve leader development, the predominant answer was
giving leaders more time for self-reflection and learning. That’s The Healthy Leader’s specialty.
In developing leaders, most organizations focus on behavior change without connecting the dots
between personal well-being and professional performance. The Healthy Leader closes the gap
by addressing the “whole person.” For example, The Grounded Leadership program, available on
the portal, focuses on physical, emotional, intellectual, social, vocational and spiritual health. All
those factors feed into how leaders show up to their team members and the results their
leadership produces.
It’s important to note the Healthy Leader is not just about leadership — it also specializes on
making an employer’s culture, leadership and business strategies all work together to build a
healthy organization.
In this era of disruption and continuous change, digital transformation and automation, it’s
critical for organizations to help their employees bring out the best of their humanity to navigate
the uncertainty. If that resonates with your company’s values, The Healthy Leader deserves
serious consideration to accelerate and nurture your journey.
- Claude Werder, Senior VP and Principal HCM Analyst, Brandon Hall Group
- Michael Rochelle, Chief Strategy Officer and Principal HCM Analyst, Brandon Hall Group
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About Brandon Hall Group
With more than 10,000 clients globally and 27 years of delivering world-class research and
advisory services, Brandon Hall Group is focused on developing research that drives
performance in emerging and large organizations, and provides strategic insights for
executives and practitioners responsible for growth and business results.
Some ways we can help…

ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
recognizes world-class HCM programs that transform their organization and achieve
breakthrough results. This designation is the next step beyond the HCM Excellence
Awards, which focus on a single program, and looks at the department as a whole.
SMARTCHOICE® PREFERRED PROVIDER PROGRAM
uniquely places HCM service and technology companies at the top of organizations’
consideration list of vendors. It adds an unmatched level of credibility based on
BHG’s quarter of a century’s experience in evaluating and selecting the best solution
providers for leading organizations around the world.
HCMA PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
are comprehensive educational programs that center around a multiphase
knowledge test.
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